Stranger Danger!
Rules to Staying Safe

Rule 1: Never Take Rides from Strangers!
A stranger may offer you a ride or stop to ask a question. The stranger may even call you by name. That is a trick. No matter what a stranger says, “NEVER go near a stranger’s car. STAY AWAY!!”

Rule 2: Never Take Gifts from Strangers!
A stranger may offer you a gift. “NEVER take a gift or candy from ANY stranger!”

Rule 3: Always Go Straight Home After School!
After school, “Always go straight home. Always go home the same way”

Rule 4: Always Let Your Parents Know Where You Are!
When playing away from home, “Let Mom or Dad know where you are. Never play in deserted areas, and ALWAYS play in groups”

Rule 5: Always Get Help If There is Trouble!
If you are grabbed or touched by a stranger, “RUN AND SCREAM, and tell your Parents right away.” If you see a stranger grabbing a friend, remember as much as you can about what the stranger looks like. If the stranger is in a car, write down the license plate number of the car.

Rule 6: Never Open the Door To A Stranger!
If you are playing at home and someone Knocks at the door or rings the doorbell, “NEVER open the door to a stranger!”
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